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ROTARY-LATCH LOCK 

[0001] The invention relates to a rotary-latch lock, of 
Which the rotary latch has a fork mouth for accommodating 
a mating locking part Which, in the locked position of the 
lock, is located in front of a blocking ?ank formed by a 
fork-mouth leg, having a WindoW-like opening Which pro 
motes plastic deformation When the blocking ?ank is sub 
jected to increased loading. 

[0002] Arotary-latch lock of the type in question is knoWn 
from DE A28 03 351, Which rotary-latch lock is used for the 
releasable locking of a backrest of a vehicle seat. The 
WindoW-like opening of the relevant fork-mouth leg is 
con?gured as a loading-relief bore and provided beneath a 
run-on slope in the fork-mouth leg. This makes it possible to 
form betWeen the loading-release bore and the run-on slope, 
in the event of a crash, a plastically deformable region Which 
prevents the rotary latch from sliding off from the mating 
locking part. On account of the particular bore-like outline 
of the WindoW-like opening, largely controlled plastic defor 
mation takes place, to be precise in the region Where the 
spacing is smallest betWeen the bore and the run-on slope 
and/or the corresponding section of the blocking ?ank. In the 
case of this con?guration, hoWever, it is not possible to 
avoid the situation Where stress peaks occur on the rotary 
latch under increased loading, Which is the case, for 
example, in the event of a crash, it being possible for said 
stress peaks, in some circumstances, to result in the rotary 
latch breaking, to be precise in the region of the rotary-latch 
Weak point formed by the fork mouth. 

[0003] The object of the invention is to con?gure a rotary 
latch lock of the generic type such that even high loading 
forces acting on the rotary latch do not result in any 
functional incapability of the rotary latch. 

[0004] This object is achieved ?rst and foremost in the 
case of a rotary-latch lock having the features of claim 1, this 
being based on the fact that the opening forms a bending/ 
extending Web. 

[0005] The subject matters of the rest of the claims are 
explained hereinbeloW in relation to the subject matter of 
claim 1, but their independent Wording may also be impor 
tant. 

[0006] Such a con?guration provides a rotary-latch lock of 
the generic type Which has an increased safety value. The 
opening Which forms a bending/extending Web results in 
compensation for stress peaks in the event of a crash and/or 
under increased loading and reliably avoids the risk of the 
relevant fork-mouth leg tearing or breaking. This means that 
the functional capability of the rotary-latch lock is main 
tained even folloWing a crash. This is important, in particu 
lar, if the rotary-latch lock is assigned to vehicle doors 
Which, once the vehicle has been involved in a crash or 
accident, have to be opened in order for it to be possible for 
any injured individuals to be rescued quickly. The essential 
plastic deformation in the event of a crash takes place in the 
region of the bending/extending Web. Deliberately con 
trolled deformation is thus realiZed. An advantageous vari 
ant of the invention is distinguished in that the bending/ 
extending Web runs parallel to the blocking ?ank. 
Accordingly, the essential plastic deformation is assigned to 
the rotary latch. The slot con?guration of the WindoW-like 
opening compensates for installation tolerances, With the 
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result that the effectiveness Which is sought after according 
to the invention is not impaired. The essential plastic defor 
mation in the event of a crash takes place in the region 
betWeen the slot and the blocking ?ank. The rest of the 
rotary latch is subjected to a loWer level of deformation. At 
the same time, it is possible, overall, for the relevant 
fork-mouth leg to Warp to a certain extent Without this 
resulting in the material of the rotary latch tearing. Further 
more, the bending/extending Web may be part of the bearing 
eyelet for the rotary bearing of the rotary latch and/or catch. 
Even then, the bending/extending Web can run parallel, to be 
precise concentrically in relation to the relevant articulation 
pin. In addition, it is also possible for the bending/extending 
Web to be arranged parallel to the blocking ?ank. Provision 
is then made for the stresses Which occur under the increased 
loading in the region of the fork-mouth root to be reduced as 
a result of the opening extending into the fork-mouth root. 
The region of the rotary latch, Which is thus very much at 
risk, is reliably protected as a result. Emphasis should also 
be given to the fact that the length of the Web is considerably 
greater than the diameter of the mating locking part and of 
the bearing eyelet. This greater length is available for 
Warping in the event of a crash, With the stress peaks Which 
occur in this case being reduced in the process. It proves to 
be optimal if the mating locking part or the articulation pin, 
Which engages through the bearing eyelet, butts approxi 
mately centrally against the Web. In order largely to elimi 
nate stress peaks Which occur in the region of the fork-mouth 
root, the opening section Which is assigned to the fork 
mouth root folloWs the curvature of the blocking ?ank 
and/or of the bearing eyelet. A further advantageous feature 
is that the WindoW Width corresponds approximately to half 
the diameter or the radius of the mating locking part and 
bearing eyelet. Under increased loading, accordingly, the 
bending of the bending/extending Web is not adversely 
affected to any signi?cant extent. Variations in the dissipa 
tion of stress peaks may be realiZed in that the rotary latch 
and/or the catch, in particular the opening, are/is sheathed in 
plastic. It is possible here for the opening to contain a 
compressible plastic ?lling. The bending deformation is 
additionally controlled by this plastic ?lling. Production 
related advantages are achieved in that the plastic ?lling is 
con?gured integrally With the sheathing. This con?guration 
is varied, furthermore, in that the plastic ?lling has Webs 
Which form cavities. These Webs may be oriented in differ 
ent Ways. A ZigZag arrangement of the Webs is also recom 
mended. 

[0007] Anumber of exemplary embodiments of the inven 
tion are explained hereinbeloW With reference to the draW 
ings, in Which: 

[0008] FIG. 1 shoWs a vieW of a rotary-latch lock With 
rotary latch, trapping a mating locking part, under normal 
loading, 
[0009] FIG. 2 shoWs an illustration as in FIG. 1, but With 
the rotary latch being subjected to increased loading, 

[0010] FIG. 3 shoWs a second embodiment of the rotary 
latch, Which is sheathed in plastic and contains a compress 
ible plastic ?lling in the opening, 

[0011] FIG. 4 shoWs a third embodiment of the rotary 
latch, in the case of Which the opening has Webs Which form 
plastic-free cavities, to be precise in the form of a ZigZag 
arrangement, 
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[0012] FIG. 5 shows a fourth embodiment of the rotary 
latch alongside its associated catch, and 

[0013] FIG. 6 shoWs a ?fth embodiment of a rotary latch 
With catch. 

[0014] The rotary-latch lock, Which is designated 1 over 
all, according to the ?rst embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 1 
and 2 has a lock housing 2. The latter has a housing base 
plate 3. An entry opening 5 of approximately rectangular 
outline for a mating locking part 6 extends from one ?ank 4 
of said housing base plate. The rotary-latch lock 1 is 
preferably secured on a vehicle door, While the mating 
locking part 6 is fastened on the bodyWork. The mating 
locking part 6 is a bolt of circular cross section. 

[0015] To the side of the entry opening 5, the lock housing 
2 bears an articulation pin 7 for a rotary latch 8, Which 
articulation pin 7 engages through a bearing eyelet L1 of the 
rotary latch 8. This forms an open-border fork mouth 9, on 
both sides of Which fork-mouth legs 10, 11 remain, the 
fork-mouth leg 10 being of smaller Width. In the locked 
position, the blocking tooth 12 of a catch 13 acts on the free 
end of the fork-mouth leg 10. Said catch is mounted on the 
other side of the entry opening 5, about an articulation pin 
14 Which passes through a bearing eyelet L2 of the catch 13 
and belongs to the lock housing 2. A tension spring 15, 
Which extends betWeen the rotary latch 8 and the catch 13, 
subjects the catch 13 to loading in the blocking direction and 
the rotary latch 8 to loading in the opening direction. The 
rotary-latch lock 1 can be opened at Will in a knoWn manner 
in that the catch 13 is subjected to the action of an element 
Which is not illustrated but by means of Which the catch can 
be moved into the release position. This, hoWever, belongs 
to the prior art, and so no more details Will be given in this 
respect. 

[0016] In the locked position of the rotary-latched lock, 
the fork-mouth leg 11, Which is Wider than the fork-mouth 
leg 10, is directed transversely to the entry opening 5 and 
bridges the latter. The fork-mouth leg 11 in this case forms 
a blocking ?ank 16 running transversely to the entrance and 
exit direction of the mating blocking part 6. Parallel to said 
blocking ?ank, the fork-mouth leg 11 is provided With an 
opening 17 con?gured as a slot. Said opening is made up of 
a rectilinear opening section 17‘ and a rounded opening 
section 17“, Which is assigned to the fork-mouth root 9‘. The 
length of the rectilinear opening section 17‘ corresponds 
more or less to the extent of the entry opening 5, While the 
opening section 17“, Which folloWs the curvature of the 
blocking ?ank 16 and is assigned to the fork-mouth root 9‘, 
projects slightly beyond the root 9‘. As can be seen from 
FIGS. 1 and 2, in the locked position, the mating locking 
part 6 extends approximately in the center of the bending/ 
extending Web 18 remaining betWeen the blocking ?ank 16 
and the opening 17. On account of the previously described 
con?guration of the opening 17, the length of said Web is 
considerably greater than the diameter of the mating locking 
part 6. It can then be seen from FIG. 1 that the WindoW 
Width or the extent of the opening 17 corresponds approxi 
mately to the radius of the mating locking part 6. 

[0017] In the event of a crash, the situation according to 
FIG. 2 may occur. In the case of a motor-vehicle door trying 
to burst open, the blocking ?ank 16 is subjected to increased 
loading. The mating locking part 6 in this case acts on the 
bending/extending Web 18 to a pronounced extent and 
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results in plastic deformation of the same, it being possible 
for said Web to bend at an obtuse angle on account of the 
slot-like opening 17. The vertex of this bending reaches as 
far as the outer opening edge 17“‘. Stress peaks Which occur 
in the case of this plastic deformation are eliminated on 
account of this buffer action, With the result that the rotary 
latch 8 cannot tear in the region of the fork-mouth root 9‘. 
The rotary latch 8 thus remains functionally capable, With 
the result that subsequent opening of the rotary-latch lock is 
ensured. 

[0018] The illustration according to FIG. 2 shoWs the 
initial position of the rotary latch 8 by chain-dotted lines. 
The solid-line illustration of the rotary latch here shoWs the 
deformation, in particular of the blocking fork-mouth leg 11. 

[0019] FIG. 3 shoWs a modi?ed con?guration of a rotary 
latch 8. The same parts are provided With the same desig 
nations. In contrast, then, the rotary latch 8 is provided With 
plastic sheathing 19. The opening 17 then contains a plastic 
?lling 20. The latter is integral With the plastic sheathing 19 
and is preferably produced at the same time as the rotary 
latch 8 is sheathed. 

[0020] On account of the compressible plastic ?lling 20, 
an additional component is included in respect of absorbing 
the stress peaks. It is possible to use materials With differing 
compression behavior. In this respect, it is also possible to 
vary the slot con?guration. 

[0021] The third embodiment, Which is illustrated in FIG. 
4, is related to the con?guration according to FIG. 3. In 
contrast, then, the plastic ?lling 20‘ has Webs 22 Which leave 
cavities 21 and are arranged in ZigZag form, the vertex of the 
Webs extending as far as the Wall of the opening 17. This 
con?guration makes it possible to realiZe a further-modi?ed 
deformation behavior in a crash situation. 

[0022] The fourth embodiment Which is illustrated in FIG. 
5, is largely related to the ?rst embodiment according to 
FIGS. 1 and 2. The same designations have been adopted. 
In addition to the bending/extending Web 18, tWo further 
bending/extending Webs 23 and 24 are provided. The bend 
ing/extending Web 23 is part of the bearing eyelet L1. It is 
formed by an opening 25 running concentrically in relation 
to the axis of the articulation pin 7. The opening 25 is located 
on that side of the articulation pin 7 Which is located 
opposite the blocking ?ank 16. Furthermore, the length of 
the opening 25 is dimensioned such that the length of the 
Web 23 is greater than the diameter of the bearing eyelet L1. 

[0023] The bending/extending Web 24, in contrast, is 
assigned to the catch 13. The bending/extending Web 24 is 
formed by an opening 26 running concentrically in relation 
to the axis of the articulation pin 14 for the catch 13. This 
opening, too, is dimensioned such that the length of the Web 
24 is greater than the diameter of the bearing eyelet L2. The 
opening 26 extends betWeen the blocking tooth 12 and the 
articulation pin 14. All the bending/extending Webs 18, 23 
and 24 are thus positioned such that, in the event of a crash, 
they can deform plastically and dissipate stress peaks occur 
ring in the process. 

[0024] In contrast to What is illustrated, it Would be 
possible to provide just one additional bending/extending 
Web 23 or 24, to be precise in addition to the bending/ 
extending Web 18. 
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[0025] FIG. 5 shows that the articulation pin 7, 14, Which 
engages through the bearing eyelet L1, L2, is assigned 
centrally to the bending/extending Web 23, 24. 

[0026] The ?fth embodiment corresponds to a combina 
tion of the second embodiment according to FIG. 3 and of 
the fourth embodiment according to FIG. 5. The same parts 
have the same designations. The plastic sheathing 19 is 
integral not just With the plastic ?lling 20 of the opening 17, 
but also With the plastic ?lling 27 of the opening 25. 
Furthermore, the catch 13 also has a plastic sheathing 19‘ 
Which, With a plastic ?lling 28 for the opening 26 being 
formed in the process, is used for dissipating stress peaks in 
the event of a crash. These plastic ?llings 27, 28 provide an 
additional variation in the deformation behavior of relevant 
components in the event of the vehicle crashing. 

[0027] All features disclosed are (in themselves) pertinent 
to the invention. The disclosure contents of the associated/ 
attached priority documents (copy of the prior application) 
are hereby also included in full in the disclosure of the 
application, also for the purpose of incorporating features of 
these documents in claims of the present application. 

1. A rotary-latch lock (1), of Which the rotary latch (8) has 
a fork mouth (9) for accommodating a mating locking part 
(6) Which, in the locked position of the rotary-latch lock (1), 
is located in front of a blocking ?ank (16) formed by a 
fork-mouth leg (11), having a WindoW-like opening (17, 25, 
26) Which promotes plastic deformation When the blocking 
?ank (16) is subjected to increased loading, characteriZed by 
the fact that the opening (17, 25, 26) forms a bending/ 
extending Web (18, 23, 24). 

2. The rotary-latch lock as claimed in claim 1 or in 
particular as claimed therein, characteriZed by the fact that 
the bending/extending Web (18) runs parallel to the blocking 
?ank (16). 

3. The rotary-latch lock as claimed in one or more of the 
preceding claims or in particular as claimed therein, char 
acteriZed by the fact that the bending/extending Web (23, 24) 
is part of the bearing eyelet (L1, L2) for the rotary bearing 
of the rotary latch and/or catch. 

4. The rotary-latch lock as claimed in claim 1 or in 
particular as claimed therein, characteriZed by the fact that 
the stresses Which occur under the increased loading in the 
region of the fork-mouth root (9‘) are reduced as a result of 
the opening (17) extending into the fork-mouth root (9‘). 
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5. The rotary-latch lock as claimed in one or more of the 
preceding claims or in particular as claimed therein, char 
acteriZed by the fact that the length of the Web (18, 23, 24) 
is considerably greater than the diameter of the mating 
locking part (6) and of the bearing eyelet (L1, L2). 

6. The rotary-latch lock as claimed in one or more of the 
preceding claims or in particular as claimed therein, char 
acteriZed by the fact that the mating locking part (6) or the 
articulation pin (7, 14), Which engages through the bearing 
eyelet (L1, L2), butts approximately centrally against the 
Web (18, 23, 24). 

7. The rotary-latch lock as claimed in one or more of the 
preceding claims or in particular as claimed therein, char 
acteriZed by the fact that the opening section (17“), Which is 
assigned to the fork-mouth root (9‘), folloWs the curvature of 
the blocking ?ank (16). 

8. The rotary-latch lock as claimed in one or more of the 
preceding claims or in particular as claimed therein, char 
acteriZed by the fact that the WindoW Width corresponds 
approximately to half the diameter or the radius of the 
mating locking part (6) and of the bearing eyelets (L1, L2). 

9. The rotary-latch lock as claimed in one or more of the 
preceding claims or in particular as claimed therein, char 
acteriZed by the fact that the rotary latch (8) and/or the catch 
(13), in particular the opening (17, 25, 26), are/is sheathed 
in plastic. 

10. The rotary-latch lock as claimed in one or more of the 
preceding claims or in particular as claimed therein, char 
acteriZed by the fact that the opening (17, 25, 26) contains 
a compressible plastic ?lling (20, 20‘, 27, 28). 

11. The rotary-latch lock as claimed in one or more of the 
preceding claims or in particular as claimed therein, char 
acteriZed by the fact that the plastic ?lling (20, 20‘, 27, 28) 
is con?gured integrally With the sheathing (19, 19‘). 

12. The rotary-latch lock as claimed in one or more of the 
preceding claims or in particular as claimed therein, char 
acteriZed by the fact that the plastic ?lling (20‘) has Webs 
(22) Which form cavities (21). 

13. The rotary-latch lock as claimed in one or more of the 
preceding claims or in particular as claimed therein, char 
acteriZed by the fact that the Webs (22) are arranged in 
ZigZag form. 


